Soluble Epoxide Hydrolase Inhibition Exhibits Antihypertensive Actions Independently of Nitric Oxide in Mice with Renovascular Hypertension
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Abstract
Objective: The present study was performed to examine whether the blood pressure (BP)-lowering effects of soluble epoxide hydrolase (sEH) inhibition in two-kidney, one-clip (2K1C) Goldblatt hypertension are nitric oxide (NO) dependent. Methods: Mice lacking the endothelial NO synthase (eNOS) gene (eNOS−/−) and their wild-type controls (eNOS+/+) underwent clipping of one renal artery. BP was monitored by radiotelemetry and the treatment with the sEH inhibitor elicitid similar BP decreases that were associated with increases in daily sodium excretion in 2K1C eNOS+/+ as well as 2K1C eNOS−/− mice. In addition, treatment with the sEH inhibitor increased the ratio of EETs/DHETs in the nonclipped kidney of 2K1C eNOS+/+ as well as 2K1C eNOS−/− mice. Treatment with the sEH inhibitor did not alter renal NOS activity in any of the experimental groups. Conclusions: Collectively, our present data suggest that the BP-lowering effects of chronic sEH inhibition in 2K1C mice are mainly associated with normalization of the reduced availability of biologically active EETs in the nonclipped kidney and their direct natriuretic actions.

Introduction
The two-kidney, one-clip (2K1C) Goldblatt model of hypertension is an experimental paradigm for human renovascular hypertension. Previous studies demon-
strated that increased activity of the renin-angiotensin system (RAS) plays a crucial role in the development and maintenance of hypertension in this model [1–5]. However, recent studies indicate that plasma angiotensin II (ANG II) concentrations are elevated during the developmental phase in 2K1C hypertensive rats but return to the levels observed in normotensive animals in the maintenance phase of hypertension [2, 6–8]. These findings indicate that enhanced activity of the systemic RAS cannot be the exclusive causative factor responsible for the maintenance of hypertension in this model. In view of these observations it has been proposed that an interaction of the RAS with other vasoactive system(s) plays a critical role in the pathophysiology of hypertension during the sustained phase of 2K1C Goldblatt hypertension. According to this concept, special attention has been paid to cytochrome P450 (CYP)-dependent metabolites including epoxyeicosatrienoic acids (EETs), because an increasing body of evidence indicates that these play an important role in the regulation of renal tubular ion transport and renal and systemic vascular tone. It has been also suggested that EETs serve as a compensatory system with protective effects against enhanced RAS activity [9–12]. A recent study demonstrated that during the phase of sustained hypertension, the nonclipped kidney of 2K1C Goldblatt hypertensive rats exhibits reduced availability of biologically active EETs as the result of increased conversion of EETs to biologically inactive dihydroxyeicosatrienoic acids (DHETs) due to enhanced activity of soluble epoxide hydrolase (sEH) [8]. Based on this study it has been postulated that reduced intrarenal bioavailability of EETs contributes to the derangement of the pressure-natriuresis relationship in the nonclipped kidney of 2K1C Goldblatt hypertensive rats and plays an important role in the pathophysiology of hypertension in this model during the sustained phase [8]. This notion has been supported by two recent studies showing that chronic pharmacological blockade of sEH displays significant antihypertensive actions in 2K1C hypertension [13, 14].

Previous studies also indicate that the EETs’ antihypertensive effects are mainly due to their direct vasodilatory effects and direct influence on renal tubular transport of sodium. Accordingly, it has been concluded that the antihypertensive effects of sEH inhibition in 2K1C rats are mainly mediated by increased intrarenal EETs bioavailability and EETs-mediated improvement of renal blood flow and sodium excretion [13] in this model. However, a recent study seriously questioned the generally accepted notion of the direct vasodilatory actions of EETs and consequently questioned the most recognized hypothesis about the underlying mechanism(s) responsible for the blood pressure (BP)-lowering actions of sEH inhibition [15]. In a complex study, Hercule et al. [15] demonstrated that CYP-derived eicosanoids produce vasodilatory effects largely through their ability to activate endothelial nitric oxide (NO) synthase (eNOS) and NO release in the vasculature. Based on this study, we hypothesize that the BP-lowering effects of sEH inhibition are elicited through EETs-mediated activation of eNOS with subsequently increased NO bioavailability [15].

To test this hypothesis, we evaluated the effects of chronic treatment with the sEH inhibitor cis-4-[4-(3-adamantan-1-yl-ureido)cyclohexyloxy]benzoic acid (c-AUCB) on BP and renal sodium excretion during the sustained phase of 2K1C hypertension in mice lacking the gene for eNOS (eNOS−/−) and compared these with their actions in wild-type mice (eNOS+/+) as controls.

Furthermore, to gain a more detailed insight into the role of intrarenal interactions of CYP-derived metabolites with RAS and NO, we determined the concentrations of ANG II, EETs, DHETs and 20-hydroxyeicosatrienoic acids (20-HETE) in the nonclipped kidney of 2K1C and sham-operated eNOS−/− and eNOS+/+ mice. We also assessed the protein expression of CYP2C44 which is the enzyme responsible for the EETs formation within the mouse kidney as well as CYP4A enzyme protein expression which accounts for most renal formation of 20-HETE. In addition, the protein expression of sEH was assessed.

Finally, we investigated the effects of chronic treatment with the sEH inhibitor on the renal NO synthase (NOS) activity and the degree of renal injury in 2K1C and sham-operated eNOS−/− and eNOS+/+ mice.

**Methods**

The studies were performed in accordance with guidelines and practices established by the Institute for Clinical and Experimental Medicine Animal Care and Use Committee and are in accordance with laws in the Czech Republic.

**Animals**

The study was performed in male mice (initial age of 14–16 weeks and initial body weight of 26–29 g) lacking the gene for eNOS, B6.129P2-NOSIII (eNOS−/−) and in their genetic background wild-type strain C57BL/6J (eNOS+/+) provided by Jackson Laboratories.
Experimental Series 1: Measurement of BP by Radiotelemetry, Preparation of 2K1C Goldblatt Hypertensive Mice and Urine Collections in Conscious Mice

In accordance with the recommendation for BP measurement in experimental animals, we employed a radiotelemetry system for direct BP measurements [16]. Mice were anesthetized with a combination of tiletamine, zolazepam (Zoletil, 8 mg/kg; Virbac SA, Carros, France), and xylazine (Rometar, 4 mg/kg; Spofa, Czech Republic) intramuscularly and angiographically. Uterine and renal arteries were implanted in the left carotid artery for direct BP measurements as described in detail previously [7, 8, 17]. Mice were allowed 1 week to recover before basal BP was recorded and subsequently 2K1C Goldblatt hypertensive and sham-operated mice were prepared. Male eNOS+/+ and eNOS−/− mice were anesthetized (Zoletil, 8 mg/kg; Virbac SA) and the right renal artery was isolated through a flank incision and, as described previously [7, 8, 17], a silver clip (0.12-mm internal diameter) was placed on the renal artery. Sham-operated mice that underwent the same surgical procedure except for placement of the renal artery clip served as controls. Only animals giving stable records were randomly divided into the following eight experimental groups: (1) untreated sham-operated eNOS+/+ (n = 8); (2) c-AUCB-treated sham-operated eNOS+/+ (n = 6); (3) untreated 2K1C eNOS+/+ (n = 7); (4) c-AUCB-treated 2K1C eNOS+/+ (n = 7); (5) untreated sham-operated eNOS−/− (n = 8); (6) c-AUCB-treated sham-operated eNOS−/− (n = 7); (7) untreated 2K1C eNOS−/− (n = 8), and (8) c-AUCB-treated 2K1C eNOS−/− (n = 7).

The treatment with the sEH inhibitor c-AUCB started on day 25 after clip placement or sham operation and lasted for 14 days (until day 40 after the placement). c-AUCB was given in drinking water prepared freshly every third day. Crystalline c-AUCB (26 mg) was dissolved in ethanol (5 ml) containing cyclodextrin (150 mg). After 5 min sonification this solution was added to 1 liter of drinking water. Hydrogen carbonate (3 ml/l) was added to insure that the water did not become acidic since low pH can cause c-AUCB to precipitate. Cyclodextrin and hydrogen carbonate were also given to untreated mice in drinking water. This dose of c-AUCB and the same treatment protocol for c-AUCB were used in our recent studies and were shown to exhibit maximal antihypertensive actions and to substantially increase tissue concentrations of EETs [13, 18, 19].

24-h urine samples were collected in conscious mice using metabolic cages prior the clipping and then on days 22, 26, and 39 after clipping of the renal artery. Animals were housed individually in metabolic cages and urine was collected for 24 h into sterile tubes during BP recording. Urine volumes were determined from each urine collection and samples were centrifuged (3,000 rpm/5 min; 4°C) and preserved for analysis. Urinary concentrations of sodium were assessed by flame photometry.

Experimental Series 2: Determinations of Plasma and Tissue ANG II Concentrations in Conscious Mice

It is now generally recognized that plasma and tissue ANG II concentrations in anesthetized animals are higher than those obtained from decapitated conscious rats and that normotensive animals exhibit a greater increase in renin secretion in response to anesthesia and surgery than ANG II-induced hypertensive intrarenal renin-depleted animals [3, 6, 7, 20]. Therefore, for the present we determined ANG II levels in separate groups of conscious mice as described in series 1 (n = 8 in each group) that were decapitated on day 40 after clip placement or sham operation. Heart (HW) and kidney (KW) weights (mg) were normalized per gram body weight (BW). Plasma and whole nonclipped kidneys ANG II concentrations were assessed by radioimmunoassay according to the procedure developed and confirmed by Fox et al. [21] and Navar et al. [6], respectively, as described in detail previously. The procedure of blood sampling and the ANG II assay are routinely employed in our laboratory and this standardized approach allows us to compare the results with those of our previous studies evaluating the role of the RAS in the pathophysiology of hypertension [6–8, 13, 17–20].

Experimental Series 3: Effects of Chronic sEH Inhibition on Concentrations of EETs, DHETs and 20-HETE in Renal Tissue

In separate groups of mice described and treated as in series 1 (n = 7 in each group) the level of the arachidonic acid derivatives EETs, DHETs and 20-HETE were measured in the cortex of the nonclipped kidney on day 40 after clip placement or sham operation. It is now well recognized that CYP-derived metabolites act mainly as autocrine and paracrine agents and therefore tissue concentrations better describe the activity of the arachidonic derivatives such as EETs, DHETs and 20-HETE [9, 12, 22]. Samples were extracted, separated by reverse-phase high-performance liquid chromatography and were analyzed by negative-mode electrospray ionization and tandem mass spectroscopy as described previously [13, 18, 19, 22, 23].

Experimental Series 4: Western Blot Analysis for the Quantification of Renal Cortical CYP450 Protein Expression

In separate groups of mice described and treated as in series 1 (n = 6 in each group), the renal cortex was separated and Western blot analysis for protein expression of CYP2C44, CYP4A and sEH enzyme was performed as described and validated in detail in previous studies [8, 18, 24]. Detection was accomplished using enhanced chemiluminescent Western blotting (ECL; Amer sham Corp.); blots were exposed to X-ray film. Band intensity was measured densitometrically and the values were normalized for β-actin.

Experimental Series 5: Effects of Chronic sEH Inhibition on Renal NOS Activity

In separate groups of mice described and treated as in series 1 (n = 7 in each group) the renal NOS activity was determined in the cortex of the nonclipped kidney on day 40 after clip placement or sham operation by measuring the rate of formation of L-[14C] citruline from L-[14C]arginine as described and validated previously [25].

Experimental Series 6: Effects of Chronic sEH Inhibition on the Development of Renal Glomerular Damage

In separate groups of mice described and treated as in series 1 (n = 9 in each group) the renal glomerular damage was assessed of the nonclipped and clipped kidneys on day 40 after clip placement or sham operation. For the evaluation of the degree of renal glomerular damage the glomerulosclerosis index (GSI) was calculated using a standard formula as described in our recent studies [19, 26].
Results

Effects of c-AUCB Treatment on Mean Arterial Pressure, Heart Rate and Sodium Excretion in 2KIC eNOS+/+ and 2KIC eNOS−/− Mice

As shown in figure 1a and b, basal mean arterial pressure (MAP) was significantly higher in eNOS−/− than in eNOS+/+ mice (130 ± 2 vs. 112 ± 2 mm Hg, p < 0.05). In sham-operated animals it did not significantly change during the experimental period and was also unaffected by chronic c-AUCB treatment. Beginning with day 3 after clip placement, MAP increased progressively in eNOS+/+ and eNOS−/− mice to 145 ± 3 and 160 ± 3 mm Hg, respectively, by day 25. Treatment with c-AUCB significantly decreased MAP in 2KIC eNOS+/+ as well as 2KIC eNOS−/− mice. Maximal BP-lowering effects were obtained 72 h after initiation of c-AUCB administration (−6 ± 1 and −17 ± 2 mm Hg, respectively, p < 0.05 in both cases).

As shown in figure 1c and d, there were no significant differences between eNOS+/+ and eNOS−/− mice in basal heart rate (HR; 567 ± 19 vs. 533 ± 18 beats/min) and either clip placement or treatment with c-AUCB did not change HR in any of the experimental groups.

As shown in figure 2, the basal daily sodium excretion was not significantly different among groups and remained unaltered in untreated sham-operated as well as in 2KIC mice on tap water. In addition, c-AUCB treatment did not cause significant increases in daily sodium excretion in sham-operated eNOS+/+ and eNOS−/− mice (fig. 3a). In contrast, c-AUCB administration elicited marked increases in daily sodium excretion in 2KIC eNOS+/+ as well as 2KIC eNOS−/− mice on the second day of treatment. At the end of the experimental period, sodium excretion returned to levels observed in untreated animals (fig. 3b).

Renal Cortical CYP450 and sEH Protein Expression as well as Renal NOS Activity

As shown in figure 4a and c, densitometric analysis normalized for β-actin revealed that there were no significant differences in CYP2C44 and CYP4A protein expression in the renal cortex between sham-operated and 2KIC eNOS+/+ and eNOS−/− mice and that treatment with c-AUCB did not change kidney ANG II levels in any of the experimental groups.

As shown in figure 3a, there were no significant differences in plasma ANG II levels among sham-operated and 2KIC eNOS+/+ as well as 2KIC eNOS−/− mice. Treatment with c-AUCB did not change plasma ANG II levels in any of the experimental groups. As shown in figure 3b, kidney ANG II levels of sham-operated eNOS+/+ mice were significantly higher than levels observed in sham-operated eNOS−/− mice (126 ± 7 vs. 96 ± 4 fmol/g, p < 0.05). ANG II levels in the nonclipped kidney of 2KIC eNOS+/+ as well as 2KIC eNOS−/− mice were significantly higher than renal concentrations of sham-operated eNOS+/+ and sham-operated eNOS−/− mice (169 ± 4 and 152 ± 7 vs. 126 ± 7 and 96 ± 4 fmol/g, respectively, p < 0.05 in both cases). Treatment with c-AUCB did not change kidney ANG II levels in any of the experimental groups.

Figure 3c summarizes the results expressed as EETs/DHETs ratios, i.e. the most reliable way to describe the intrarenal availability of biologically active epoxygenase metabolites. This ratio was significantly lower in sham-operated eNOS+/+ mice as compared with sham-operated eNOS−/− mice. Treatment with c-AUCB significantly increased this ratio in sham-operated eNOS+/+ mice, but it did not significantly alter this ratio in sham-operated eNOS−/− mice. EETs/DHETs ratio was significantly reduced in 2KIC eNOS+/+ and in 2KIC eNOS−/− mice when compared with sham-operated eNOS+/+ and sham-operated eNOS−/− mice (15 ± 1 and 24 ± 2 vs. 22 ± 1 and 37 ± 4, respectively, p < 0.05 in both cases). However, this ratio was still significantly lower in the nonclipped kidney of 2KIC NOS+/+ mice than of 2KIC eNOS−/− mice (15 ± 1 vs. 24 ± 2, p < 0.05). Treatment with c-AUCB elicited marked increases in this ratio in both groups of 2KIC mice (fig. 3c).

As shown in figure 3d, there were no significant differences in kidney 20-HETE concentrations among sham-operated and 2KIC eNOS+/+ as well as 2KIC eNOS−/− mice which remained unaltered by treatment with c-AUCB.

Effects of c-AUCB Treatment on Plasma and Tissue ANG II Levels and Concentrations of EETs, DHETs and 20-HETE in Renal Tissue

As shown in figure 3a, there were no significant differences in plasma ANG II levels among sham-operated and 2KIC eNOS+/+ as well as 2KIC eNOS−/− mice. As shown in figure 1a and b, basal mean arterial pressure (MAP) was significantly higher in eNOS−/− than in eNOS+/+ mice (130 ± 2 vs. 112 ± 2 mm Hg, p < 0.05). Statistical analysis was performed using Student’s t test, Wilcoxon’s signed-rank test for unpaired data, or one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) when appropriate. For these analyses a Graph-Pad Prism software (Graph Pad Software, San Diego, Calif., USA) was used. Values exceeding the 95% probability limits (p < 0.05) were considered statistically significant.

Statistical Analysis

Results are expressed as mean ± SEM. Two-way repeated-measures ANOVA was used to detect differences within each experimental group. For comparison between eNOS+/+ and eNOS−/− mice, repeated-measures ANOVA was used with a test of interaction to determine whether the average changes after experimental manipulations (clip placement and pharmacological treatment) were significantly different between eNOS+/+ and eNOS−/− mice. Statistical analysis was performed using Student’s t test, Wilcoxon’s signed-rank test for unpaired data, or one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) when appropriate. For these analyses a Graph-Pad Prism software (Graph Pad Software, San Diego, Calif., USA) was used. Values exceeding the 95% probability limits (p < 0.05) were considered statistically significant.
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ment with c-AUCB did not modify its expression. In contrast, as shown in figure 4c, sEH protein expression in the renal cortex was significantly lower in sham-operated eNOS+/+ and eNOS−/− mice than in 2K1C eNOS+/+ and 2K1C eNOS−/− mice (0.71 ± 0.12 and 0.61 ± 0.08 vs. 1.24 ± 0.09 and 1.32 ± 0.18, respectively, p < 0.05 in both cases). sEH protein was not significantly altered by c-AUCB treatment. As shown in figure 4d, there were no significant differences in renal NOS activity expressed as picomoles of radiolabeled L-[14C]citrulline formation per minute per gram wet KW between sham-operated eNOS+/+ and eNOS−/− mice. Renal NOS activity in the nonclipped kidney of 2K1C eNOS+/+ as well as 2K1C eNOS−/− mice were significantly higher than renal NOS activity of sham-operated eNOS+/+ and sham-operated eNOS−/− mice. The treatment with c-AUCB did not alter renal NOS activity in any of the experimental groups.

Fig. 1. MAP (a, b) and HR (c, d) after clip placement or sham operation in wild-type (eNOS+/+) or knockout mice (eNOS−/−) and effects of c-AUCB treatment in these mice. * p < 0.05 vs. basal values; # p < 0.05 vs. untreated mice.
Fig. 2. Effects of c-AUCB treatment on daily sodium excretion in sham-operated (a) and 2K1C (b) eNOS+/+ and eNOS–/– mice. * p < 0.05 vs. basal values.

Fig. 3. Plasma (a) and nonclipped kidney tissue (b) ANG II levels and intrarenal ratio of EETs/DHETs (c) and 20-HETE concentrations (d) in sham-operated and 2K1C eNOS+/+ and eNOS–/– mice at the end of the experimental period. * p < 0.05 vs. unmarked values; # p < 0.05 vs. all other values.
Effects of Chronic sEH Inhibition on the Development of Renal Glomerular Damage

As shown in figure 5a, sham-operated eNOS+/+ mice exhibited minimal degree of GSI that was significantly lower than in sham-operated eNOS−/− mice (0.003 ± 0.002 vs. 0.12 ± 0.04, p < 0.05). Treatment with c-AUCB did not alter GSI in sham-operated eNOS+/+ and sham-operated eNOS−/− mice.

As shown in figure 5b, the GSI in the nonclipped kidneys of 2K1C eNOS+/+ and 2K1C eNOS−/− mice were significantly higher than GSI in sham-operated eNOS+/+ and eNOS−/− mice, however the GSI in the nonclipped kidney of 2K1C eNOS−/− mice were significantly higher than in 2K1C eNOS+/+ mice (0.57 ± 0.04 vs. 0.26 ± 0.03, p < 0.05). Treatment with c-AUCB attenuated the increases in GSI in the nonclipped kidney of 2K1C eNOS−/− mice, but did not reduce GSI in the nonclipped kidney of 2K1C eNOS+/+ mice.

Representative slices of renal parenchymal tissue stained with periodic acid-Schiff reaction of sham-operated and either untreated or c-AUCB-treated nonclipped kidneys of 2K1C eNOS+/+ and eNOS−/− mice are shown in figure 6.

As shown in figure 5c, the GSI in the clipped kidney of 2K1C eNOS+/+ and 2K1C eNOS−/− mice were about tenfold higher than GSI in the nonclipped kidneys of 2K1C eNOS+/+ and 2K1C eNOS−/− mice. Again, the GSI in the clipped kidney of 2K1C eNOS−/− mice were significantly higher than in 2K1C eNOS+/+ mice (2.64 ± 0.21 vs. 1.85 ± 0.19, p < 0.05). Treatment with c-AUCB reduced the GSI in the clipped kidney of 2K1C eNOS−/− mice, but did not exhibit any effect on the degree of GSI in the clipped kidney of 2K1C eNOS+/+ mice.

Representative slices of renal parenchymal tissue stained with periodic acid-Schiff of either untreated or c-AUCB-treated clipped kidneys of 2K1C eNOS+/+ and eNOS−/− mice are shown in figure 7.
The basal values of KW and HW obtained from the different experimental series at the end of the experiment (on day 40 either after sham operation or clip placement) are summarized in table 1. These values show that HW normalized per gram BW are significantly higher in 2K1C mice than in sham-operated mice and there were no significant differences in HW either in sham-operated or 2K1C eNOS+/+ and eNOS−/− mice. In addition, treatment with c-AUCB did not significantly change the HW/BW ratio in any of the experimental groups. There were no significant differences in nonclipped and clipped KW normalized per gram BW in any of the experimental groups.

Discussion

The first and most important finding of the present study is that chronic treatment with the sEH inhibitor c-AUCB initiated during the sustained phase of 2K1C Goldblatt hypertension produced similar antihypertensive actions in 2K1C eNOS+/+ and 2K1C eNOS−/− mice. This treatment was associated with significant increases in the availability of biologically active epoxygenase metabolites assessed as the ratio EETs/DHETs in the nonclipped kidneys of 2K1C eNOS+/+ and 2K1C eNOS−/− mice. In addition, the treatment with c-AUCB also produced significant natriuretic effects without altering the elevated intrarenal ANG II concentrations in the nonclipped kidney of 2K1C eNOS+/+ as well as 2K1C eNOS−/− mice. Furthermore, our data demonstrate that chronic treatment with c-AUCB did not alter intrarenal NOS activity in any of experimental groups suggesting that chronic inhibition of sEH itself did not modify endogenous production of NO. These data indicate that BP-lowering effects of chronic sEH enzyme inhibition by c-AUCB in the 2K1C Goldblatt model of hypertension cannot be attributed to EETs-mediated activation of eNOS and consecutively increased endogenous NO bioavailability nor to changes in RAS activity. These results rather indicate direct effects of increased availability of EETs. This concept agrees well with our recent study in renin transgenic rats with inducible hypertension, a model of ANG II-dependent malignant hypertension where NO has also been excluded as the mediator of antihypertensive actions of sEH inhibition [18].

In this regard it is important to emphasize that previous studies demonstrated that in the kidney EETs inhibit sodium reabsorption in the proximal tubule by blocking the sodium-hydrogen exchanger [27, 28] and also decrease sodium reabsorption in the cortical collecting duct by
Fig. 6. Representative renal parenchyma in sham-operated eNOS+/+ (a) and eNOS−/− (d) mice, nonclipped kidneys of untreated 2K1C eNOS+/+ (b) and 2K1C eNOS−/− (e) mice, and nonclipped kidneys of c-AUCB-treated 2K1C eNOS+/+ (c) and 2K1C eNOS−/− (f) mice.

Table 1. HW and KW in eight experimental groups of mice 40 days after either sham operation or clip placement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>HW (mg)/BW (g)</th>
<th>NCKW (mg)/BW (g)</th>
<th>CKW (mg)/BW (g)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sham-operated eNOS+/+</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>4.63 ± 0.25</td>
<td>5.71 ± 0.34</td>
<td>5.76 ± 0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sham-operated eNOS+/+ + c-AUCB</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>4.52 ± 0.23</td>
<td>5.67 ± 0.29</td>
<td>5.72 ± 0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sham-operated eNOS−/−</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>4.59 ± 0.21</td>
<td>5.72 ± 0.21</td>
<td>5.76 ± 0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sham-operated eNOS−/− + c-AUCB</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>4.61 ± 0.22</td>
<td>5.74 ± 0.23</td>
<td>5.84 ± 0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2K1C eNOS+/+</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>5.91 ± 0.12*</td>
<td>6.99 ± 0.14*</td>
<td>2.34 ± 0.12*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2K1C eNOS+/+ + c-AUCB</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>5.51 ± 0.17*</td>
<td>6.79 ± 0.17*</td>
<td>2.29 ± 0.17*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2K1C eNOS−/−</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>5.88 ± 0.15*</td>
<td>6.89 ± 0.16*</td>
<td>2.31 ± 0.20*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2K1C eNOS−/− + c-AUCB</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>5.57 ± 0.24*</td>
<td>6.87 ± 0.18*</td>
<td>2.39 ± 0.23*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

c-AUCB = Mice treated from day 25 of experiment with the sEH inhibitor; 2K1C = Goldblatt hypertensive mice; NCKW = nonclipped kidney weight; CKW = clipped kidney weight. * p < 0.05 vs. unmarked values.
blocking the epithelial sodium channels [28, 29]. In addition, it has been shown that either an absolute intrarenal deficiency of EETs or an inability to properly increase the intrarenal EETs’ levels contribute to the pathophysiology of certain forms of ANG II-dependent hypertension [9, 10, 12, 30]. Therefore, based on this knowledge and our current findings, we propose that the BP-lowering effects of chronic sEH inhibition in 2K1C hypertension are mainly associated with normalization of biologically active EETs in the nonclipped kidney. We assume that the lack of EETs results from an enhanced sEH activity and their increased conversion to DHETs. In this regard, it is important to mention that in order to unequivocally corroborate this notion it would be necessary to perform experiments in which the effects of concomitant chronic sEH inhibition and treatment with an EETs antagonist in 2K1C eNOS+/+ and 2K1C eNOS−/− mice were evaluated. However, since orally active EETs antagonists are currently not available, such studies cannot be performed and we are aware that this is the limitation of our current study.

The second major finding that is of special interest is our observation that cardiac hypertrophy evaluated as the ratio of HW/BW reached a similar degree in 2K1C eNOS+/+ and 2K1C eNOS−/− mice, even in the face of higher MAP in 2K1C eNOS−/− mice. In addition, despite its BP-lowering effects, treatment with c-AUCB did not result in regression of cardiac hypertrophy either in 2K1C eNOS+/+ or in 2K1C eNOS−/− mice. However, one plausible explanation to reconcile these findings is the fact that we measured whole HW as an index of cardiac hypertrophy that may not allow the detection of mild differences in the left ventricular hypertrophy. This explanation is further supported by findings that differences in MAP between untreated 2K1C eNOS+/+ and 2K1C eNOS−/− mice are moderate and the period of treatment with c-AUCB is relatively short and its BP-lowering effects are modest. Thus, it is conceivable that a combination of these factors is responsible for the lack of differences in the degree of cardiac hypertrophy. This notion is further supported by our findings that chronic treatment with c-AUCB significantly reduced renal glomerular injury in nonclipped and in clipped kidneys in 2K1C eNOS−/− mice only because the BP-lowering effect in these mice was more pronounced than in 2K1C eNOS+/+ mice. Nevertheless, it is important to note that chronic treatment with c-AUCB showed a tendency to reduced renal glomerular damage in the nonclipped as well as clipped kidneys of 2K1C eNOS+/+ mice which, however, did not reach statistical significance. Taken together, these findings indicate that chronic inhibition of sEH exhibited nephroprotective effects that are BP-dependent and – in accordance with our recently published study –

**Fig. 7.** Representative renal parenchyma in clipped kidneys of untreated 2K1C eNOS+/+ (a) and 2K1C eNOS−/− (c) mice, and clipped kidneys of c-AUCB-treated 2K1C eNOS+/+ (b) and 2K1C eNOS−/− (d) mice.
show that the cardio- and renoprotective effects of antihypertensive therapies are predominantly dependent on their BP-lowering effects [31].

The third important finding of the present study is that sham-operated eNOS−/− mice exhibit an increased intrarenal ratio of EETs/DHETs while kidney ANG II levels are decreased compared to sham-operated eNOS+/+ mice. These findings suggest that the increase in the intrarenal availability of vasodilatory and natriuretic CYP-derived eicosanoids may represent an endogenous mechanism to compensate for the deficiency in vasodilatory capacity in eNOS−/− mice. This notion is supported by the findings that sEH inhibition by c-AUCB increased the ratio of EETs/DHETs in sham-operated eNOS+/+ mice to a level observed in untreated sham-operated eNOS−/− mice. Additionally, treatment with c-AUCB did not further increase this ratio in sham-operated eNOS−/− mice. These results indicate that sham-operated eNOS−/− mice have already reached the maximal level in the intrarenal availability of biologically active epoxygenase metabolites. However, the underlying mechanism(s) responsible for the increase in the intrarenal availability of EETs in sham-operated eNOS−/− mice remains unclear since it occurs despite an apparently normal renal generation of EETs, as indicated by unaltered protein expression of the CYP2C44 enzyme, and likely in the presence of normal conversion of EETs to DHETs as indicated by normal protein expression of the sEH enzyme. With regard to the reduced intrarenal ANG II concentrations in sham-operated eNOS−/− mice compared to sham-operated eNOS+/+ mice, our findings indicate that sham-operated eNOS−/− mice exhibit preserved negative feedback baroreceptor mechanisms on renin secretion and ANG II levels [32, 33]. Although the present findings are of great interest, they provide only limited mechanistic insights. Therefore, additional studies are required in the future to address this issue more conclusively.

In this regard, a further important finding of the present study is that by the end of the experiment plasma ANG II levels in 2K1C mice were not elevated when compared with sham-operated mice. These findings are in agreement with previous studies evaluating the role of the RAS in the pathophysiology of 2K1C Goldblatt in rats and mice and they support the notion that the sustained phase of hypertension cannot be simply ascribed to an increased activity of the systemic RAS [2, 4–8]. In addition, our current findings further support the notion that the hypertension is rather the consequence of functional derangements of the nonclipped kidney of 2K1C Goldblatt hypertensive animals, which are elicited by pathophysiological intrarenal interaction of RAS with other vasoactive system(s), such as CYP-derived metabolites [8, 13].

The fourth important finding of the present study is that intrarenal formation of 20-HETE was unaltered in the nonclipped kidneys of 2K1C eNOS+/+ as well as 2K1C eNOS−/− mice when compared with sham-operated wild-type or knockout mice. It was also unaffected by c-AUCB treatment. This finding is of special importance because it is now well recognized that abnormalities in 20-HETE’s production and/or actions play an important role in the pathophysiology of various models of hypertension [9, 23, 34]. Our current findings in eNOS+/+ and eNOS−/− mice, however, indicate that alterations in 20-HETE’s formation do not contribute to the pathophysiology of the 2K1C Goldblatt model of hypertension.

Of special interest are our findings that eNOS−/− mice did not exhibit reduced renal NOS activity as compared with eNOS+/+ mice and clip placement resulted in similar increases in renal NOS activity in the nonclipped kidneys of 2K1C eNOS+/+ and of 2K1C eNOS−/− mice. These findings indicate first that hypertension in sham-operated eNOS−/− mice cannot be simply ascribed to simple deficiency in endogenous NO production but is rather the consequence of more complex and complicated processes as has been originally suggested [35–37]. Second, our current data show that eNOS−/− mice responded to clip placement with similar increases in renal NOS activity as did eNOS+/+ mice suggesting that the well-known compensating increase in renal NOS activity in ANG II-dependent models of hypertension is also maintained in 2K1C eNOS−/− mice [38, 39]. However, our present study was not intended to delineate these secondary and unexpected findings. Therefore, additional studies are required in the future to address this issue more conclusively. Nevertheless, as mentioned above, the most important observation of our current study is that chronic sEH inhibition itself did not alter renal NOS activity in any of the experimental groups.

In summary, our results show that chronic treatment with the sEH inhibitor c-AUCB elicits comparable BP-lowering effects in 2K1C eNOS+/+ and 2K1C eNOS−/− mice. c-AUCB also produces similar increases in the availability of endogenous biologically active epoxygenase metabolites in the nonclipped kidneys in both strains. Collectively, our present data indicate that the antihypertensive properties of chronic sEH inhibition in 2K1C hypertension are mainly associated with normalization of the reduced availability of biologically active EETs in the nonclipped kidney that exhibit natriuretic actions in this model of human renovascular hypertension.
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